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ROAD SAFETY ASSESSMENT FOR LOCAL ROAD NETWORK

FINAL REPORT
The purpose of this Local Road Network, Road Safety initiative is to assist DOLIDAR
in the design of a Road Safety Assessment procedure which can be incorporated
into the annual road condition survey that supports the production of both the 5 year
District Transport Master Plan (DTMP) and the Annual Road Asset Management
Plan (ARAMP). The second objective is to support the opening of a Road Safety Unit
in DoLIDAR.
Two four day training courses have been carried out. The program, ‘Introduction to
Road Safety Assessment - Practical Low Cost Road Safety Engineering’ has been
well received, and now seventy engineers have a good understanding of Road
Safety Engineering and how to carry out the Safety Assessments.
There is no shortage of well trained and capable engineers in Nepal. Both groups of
engineers quickly came to terms with basic principles; both groups made significant
contributions to class room exercises. This has resulted in revised and improved
check lists and practice. The participating engineers have set up a Road Safety
Engineering Forum. They will now communicate regularly to discuss Road Safety
issues. In both cases the engineers have seen the relevance of this work in Nepal.
The first Road Safety Assessments will now be carried out in the next few weeks.
In addition to Road Safety Assessment training, basic skills in Road Safety Audit,
Accident Analysis, Accident Blackspot work and Hazard Identification have been
passed on. This gives the participants a good grounding for the time when DoLIDAR
is ready to increase the range of tasks that they will carry out.
The concept of building road safety into a maintenance program is entirely new, This
has not been tried elsewhere. There is every indication that this has been very
successful and that this program will achieve a very strong result.

Roger Legassick October 2014

TRAINING PROGRAM OCTOBER 2014
Following on from the consultant’s fact finding visit to Nepal in May 2014, training
material has been produced for DoLIDAR engineers.
As a result two four day training programs, ‘Introduction to the Pilot Road Safety
Assessment - Practical Low Cost Road Safety Engineering’ have now been carried
out. The first programme held between12th to 15th October was attended by RAP3
Pilot District Engineers and DoLIDAR engineers. The same course was presented
from 19th October to 22nd which was attended by RAP3 Core District engineers.
Guidelines for carrying out Road Safety Assessments, a practice for assessing
safety for rural earth construction roads, forms the basis of this program. Other
modules include:
•

Identifying road hazards

•

The practice of low cost Road Safety Engineering

•

Safety Checklist for rural (earth construction) roads in Nepal

•

The importance of Warning Signs

•

A safe road – principles for achieving a safe road

•

Engineering for pedestrian safety

•

Innovating in low cost road safety engineering

•

The importance of accident data in accident management

•

Guidelines for treating accident blackspots in Nepal

•

Speed management

Each stage of the proposed road safety assessment has been covered and, in many
cases, the practice has been amended and improved by participants following open
class discussions.
The practice is designed to identify problems that fall into one of two categories:
1. Low cost and easy to treat problems
2. Some of the serious problems along the route. These will be identified for
future action.

Problems that fall into the first category will be considered for inclusion in the work
program.
In the first instance the engineers will look for;
•

Restricted visibility

•

Incorrect cross fall

•

Insufficient sight distance

•

Boulders on the carriageway

•

Poor delineation

•

Stone fall areas

•

Rock fall areas, boulders restricting the roadway

•

Cattle areas

•

Extraction of red soil (destabilising the hill slope)

•

Settlements adjacent and under the road

•

Storage of materials on the roadway

•

Transition between different surfaces

•

Farmers trimming the edge of the roadway

•

Electric poles obstructing the roadway

•

Drinking water pipes running along the road

•

Religious structures built on the road

•

Irrigation channels cut across the road

•

Overhanging obstruction, rock

•

Encroachment of road by houses

Core District engineers will now carry out Road Safety Assessments on the
Desigade to Mahabu Road (60DR009).
Pilot District engineers will carry out two assessments, the first Khorsane –Kerabari –
Singhadevi - Samewa (Hill Roads) and the second Katahari – Laxminya – Pokharia
– Nocha – Amahi (Terai Road).

DOLIDAR ROAD SAFETY WORKSHOP
On Friday 17th October 2014, a workshop was held at the Dhokaima Café, Lalitpur.
It is recognised that DoLIDAR have made a firm commitment towards building a
safer road network by undertaking to carry out a program of Road Safety
Assessments and to open a Road Safety Unit. The purpose of this Workshop is to
build on this commitment.
The workshop opened with a presentation that set out the extent of the problem of
increasing road deaths due to growing motorisation. The global situation and in
particular the situation in Nepal was discussed.
Many countries have now enjoyed the benefits of increased motorisation and yet
have reduced the rate of road deaths. In the United Kingdom, for example, in the
1960’s the number of road deaths reached nearly 8,000 per year. In 2012 a total of
1,754 people died on the roads, a reduction of 78%. Traffic increased by nearly three
times in the same period.
Essentially this has been achieved by working to a National Plan of Action. The plan
sets out a time bound program of action for each of the major sectors. Typically,
Road Traffic Accident Data System, Road and Traffic Legislation, Road Engineering,
Education and Publicity, Traffic Enforcement, Driver training and testing, Vehicle
safety and Medical services.
It was explained that the World Bank is now working towards developing and
expanding the current Nepal National Road Safety Action Plan (2013-2020). The
World Bank will also reinstate the National Council for Road Safety which will have
more powers and will be more effective. Officers at the World Bank are also working
towards building a modern computorised road accident data base. When this is
available the data will provide officers in each of the sectors with clear direction.
The World Bank will also review and update the Road Safety Act and the Public
Road Act.

PROBLEMS CURRENTLY FACING DOLIDAR
The extent of the accident problem on the local road network
Little is known about the full extent of accident problem on rural roads. At first the
engineers on the training course said that there are very few accidents on these
roads. At a later stage they reported several recent accidents in their districts. The
engineers have now agreed to contact the local police and they will start taking
details of all known accidents. They have been provided with accident summary
forms and basic analysis techniques. At least one officer will also start to collect
details of accidents not reported to the police - this may indicate the extent of non
reported accidents on rural roads.
It is not known when the World Bank's data system will be available. The above
action by the engineers should lead to a reasonable indication of the size of the
problem and this will contribute much to direction of later campaigns and activities.
The Nepal Rural Road Standards, 2055. First Revision 2069
This will benefit from a review by an International Specialist Road Safety Engineer.
This review will look for areas where safety standards and techniques can be
incorporated into the standards. The resulting recommendations will be submitted to
the Technical Committee at DoLIDAR.
When the revised standards are approved and in place, it will be imperative that they
are enforced. In exceptional cases where it will not be possible to meet the new
standards, a departure (relaxation) from the standards system must be drawn up,
agreed and implemented.
Proposed Departure from the Nepal Rural Road Standards
If local circumstances dictate that it is not possible to meet the standards, the design
team should formally apply to DoLIDAR, in writing, for a departure from standards.
The application will outline the problem, identify the departure and provide a
statement detailing proposals that will be implemented to make sure that safety will
not be compromised. The Technical Committee will then consider approval of the
departure, and determine if the application can be accepted or refused.

A major area of concern
One major area of concern is the impact on safety when road improvements raise
the standard from earth or gravel to bitumen surface.
The improved running surface results in higher vehicle speed. Unless the implication
of this is fully considered in the planning and design of these programs, the accident
rate will rise significantly.
One engineer on the training course from Jhapa District reports ‘There are many
accidents in the black top section of the road. The main type of accidents occurring
on this road is collisions between four and two wheeled vehicles as well as accidents
involving pedestrians’.
DoLIDAR needs to move towards developing a standard practice that provides
conspicuous warning signs, constant carriageway road markings with strong warning
marks on the approaches to hazardous areas.
A standard practice for villages is also needed. Advance warning, followed by
secondary warning of the village is required. This should be followed by an area of
rumble strips followed by a gateway at the entrance to the village. In the village a
series of standard speed humps, (speed breakers) are required. The speed humps
must be signed and conspicuously marked with white reflective paint.

Drainage Problems
Poor drainage is contributing to major erosion problems on the network. Invariably,
the results of failed drainage issues will also be contributing to accidents. To achieve
a safe road, that road must have a sound and effective drainage system.
Action towards achieving well drained roads must be taken urgently.
Staff Rotation
For the safety initiative to succeed, DoLIDAR will need Nepalese Road Safety
experts. Whilst the practice of staff rotation has many advantages and benefits for
staff and the organisation, this will not help skill building. Consider encouraging
suitable staff to stay and build a career in the Road Safety Unit.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE ROAD SAFETY UNIT IN DOLIDAR
Road Safety Unit in DoLIDAR
It is understood that the Road Safety Unit in DoLIDAR is close to being made
operational. In the early days the unit will achieve little. However, if the Unit is
established as an independent section, managed by a senior executive there is no
reason why the unit cannot be providing a valuable service to all departments and
services in a relatively short time.

The initial range of duties to be undertaken
The lack of data will inhibit the operation. However, there is a range of valuable and
worthwhile tasks that need to be carried out.
•

Play a leading role in refining and extending the practice for Road Safety
Assessment

•

In districts where police are willing to assist and provide data on a fairly
regular basis, it will be possible to make real progress. For example, from this
data it should be possible to look for clusters of accidents and begin a small
elementary program of black spot Investigations.

•

Look for pilot areas, for obtaining detailed accident information from the police
records.

•

Start to carry out very basic Road Safety Audits under supervision

•

Calculating a range of controls, accident rates and accident studies from the
available data.

•

Investigate the possibility of developing new techniques. These techniques
will be low cost, using wherever possible local materials and labour. For
example low cost measures for bend delineation.

•

Liaison with the National Council for Road Safety and input to the National
Plan

Publically declaring the commitment to road safety
Earlier this year DoLIDAR agreed to undertake Safety Assessments on the network.
They also agreed to open a Road Safety Engineering Unit. This is a clear intention to
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Training of staff for the road safety unit
After two years, training of future Road Safety staff can be carried out in-house, by
working on the job under supervision.
New graduates joining DoLIDAR should be encouraged to spend six months working
on special (safety) assignments.
Road Safety Technical Library
A considerable amount of good quality road safety papers is now available on the
internet. For example, Highway design standards for the United Kingdom, United
States, and Australia are available as a point of reference. Most of the subjects and
topics that the Nepalese engineers will be interested in are covered. Some material
is questionable but, as a general rule, the information is useful. RAP3 will provide
electronic copies of the more important and relevant Road Safety Engineering
publications and papers.
Road Safety Engineering Forum
Engineers working in Road Safety should be encouraged to network. This stimulates
interest and leads to exchanges of experience and views. Engineers from both (Core
District and Pilot Area) courses have agreed to set up a Road safety networking
forum. Each month they will discuss matters of road safety in their district. Two
engineers from each group have volunteered to coordinate and manage the early
days of the forum.
As and when the Road Safety Engineering Unit in DoLIDAR is up and running it is
recommended that Road Safety Unit will take over the direction of the group.
Improving and Refining the Road Safety Assessment Program
When the first phase of the assessments have been carried out and the full extent of
the value of this program is known, the results will be evaluated to see where the
practice can be improved and made more effective. If it has been possible to obtain
accident data this will provide a greater understanding of the issues to be addressed.
This will lead to a more effective practice being used for the second stage of
assessments, to be carried out next year.

Road Safety Audit
One of the most important tasks that DoLIDAR will have to undertake in the future is
Road Safety Audit. This is the review of the design and construction of road
improvement schemes and new roads. There is a formal practice for Road Safety
Audit in Nepal. This is set out in the Department of Roads, Manual for Road Safety
Audit. This has been in use since 1997. Whilst this is an excellent document, (it is
based on UK standards), to use it will require significant specialist training before
DoLIDAR engineers can work to this standard.
A simple safety check list was put to the class. The check list covered each stage of
highway design. This was discussed at length and has resulted in a revised version
(appropriate for use on earth construction roads in Nepal) that can be used to carry
out a simple review of the implications for road safety in future road improvement
schemes. There is no reason why such a practice will not identify a significant
number of safety problems that can be addressed at an early stage.
Developing the range of low cost road safety engineering techniques
The challenge for DoLIDAR engineers is to commence and run a program of
developing new low cost engineering measures. Where possible these measures
should use local materials and local expertise.
For example:
Bend delineation measures using 1.3m high bamboo markers (painted white) located
on the outside edge of the curve
Alternatively medium size boulders (painted white) located on the outside edge of
the curve
Improving the specification and working standard of laying soling at vulnerable areas
In areas where the road width is too narrow to provide important warning sign – look
for ways of using side fixings.

DoLIDAR ROAD SAFETY UNIT - THE MEDIUM TERM GOAL
It is anticipated that the role and experience of the Road Safety Unit will increase
quickly. The time to extend the operation will be when access to computorised
accent data becomes available. At this time, the role of Road Safety Unit should be
reviewed and extended to suit the need of DoLIDAR. DoLIDAR engineers and staff
with strong background will be very well placed to take advantage to extend the
operation to best effect.
The review should produce recommendations for extending the operations through
to a five year plan when it is intended that DoLIDAR will be independent and will not
require further support.
The fuller program of work (based on the operation carried out by the Greater
London Councils Road Safety Unit) could include:
•

Accident Data

•

Process the data to produce tables and accident plots to identify accident
blackspots and hazardous routes

•

Blackspot program
Investigate and produce schemes at accident prone sites

•

Route Studies
Investigate and produce schemes on accident prone routes.

•

Monitoring Program
Monitoring of implemented schemes. ‘Before’ and ‘After’ studies’, to measure
the effect of the implemented schemes.

•

Accident Studies
That will identify rising falling trends, production of quarterly and annual
reports.

•

Special Accident Studies
That will identify and evaluate the performance of engineering measures
used, investigate problem areas, perhaps pedestrian accidents in villages.

•

Technical advice
Provide technical (road safety) advice and assistance to all departments.

•

Road Safety Audits
A systematic (safety) check of the design of new highway schemes.

The Unit head will also plan and deliver a number of Road Safety Engineering
Awareness presentations. These will be presented to staff in all divisions and
departments.

The Unit head will also produce and publish a series of short technical papers that
will contain a summary of latest accident studies. These technical papers will also
spell out the findings of monitoring programs, best practice and of course worse
practice.

Universities
Universities should be encouraged to include in their curriculum a short course in
modern Road Safety Engineering Road Safety practice and techniques. This would
ensure that all future graduates will have a sound basic understanding and
awareness of road safety.
Universities can contribute much to road safety programs. They should be
encouraged to undertake research into a variety of safety related issues.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO DoLIDAR
Much of the technical assistance and help that DoLIDAR will need can be provided
through a series of short term specialist visits. For example:
DoLIDAR Road Safety Engineering Unit
Officers in the Road Safety Engineering Unit will need further basic training. This will
depend on the quality of the personnel assigned to work in the unit. There is no
reason why staff in this section cannot play a leading role in developing the Road
Safety Assessment program, the introduction of Road Safety Audit program,
development of new techniques and analysis of data that will now be collected by the
district engineers.
Road Safety Assessment - Bitumen Surface Roads
A second Road Safety Assessment practice is needed for bitumen surface roads.
The basic principles will be the same but the practice must take into account that
vehicle speed will be considerably faster and accident rates will be higher.
Accident Data from District Police
Identifying and analysing accident problems from data. The training programs have
put in place simple techniques for collecting and analysing accident data. Engineers
and others will need to know how to build on this.
Road Safety Audit – A safety check of proposed new and road improvement
schemes
The current manual for Road Safety Audit in Nepal is a sound document. However,
the practice is complicated and to use it requires significant training.
A simple step by step ‘safety review’ of new schemes by the engineers (under
supervision) will identify many of the problems. This safety review can be refined and
improved to the stage where this can be formally adopted as DoLIDAR Road Safety
Audit Procedure.
DoLIDAR Design Standards
The Nepal Rural Road Standards, 2055. First Revision 2069
The standards need to be revised to include safer practice. The standards need to
have separate chapters written for earth, gravel and bitumen road surfaces. The
revised standards must be enforced. Where it is not possible to meet the specified
level designers / contractors must formally apply for ‘relaxation / departure of the
standard.
Prepare a series of DoLIDAR technical notes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Reducing vehicle speed on the approach to villages. A standard design that
will provide advance warning, secondary warning, rumble areas and finally
gateway design at the entrance to the village areas
Traffic Calming in villages. Using speed humps (speed breakers) and other
devises to lower vehicle speed in pedestrian areas.
Pedestrian facilities in settlements and villages.
Speed Humps, (speed breakers). The note will cover the geometric profile,
thermoplastic marking and warning signs
Rumble areas, (speed breakers). The note will cover the geometric profile,
thermoplastic marking and warning signs
Effective use of warning signs.

Development of a range of new techniques
Start a working group that will look for new low cost measures or techniques that will
use local materials and local expertise. Essentially this group will take on new ideas
and suggestions and develop these to arrive at a technical specification or Technical
Notes.
•
•
•
•

Bend delineation using 1.3m high bamboo poles, painted white set in the
outer radius of the bend
Bend delineation improvement using small boulders
Extend the practice of Stone Soling at vulnerable bends / curves
Side fixings for warning signs

Education and Publicity
Education specialists to design a program that will focus on pedestrian safety in rural
areas. Children are to be the prime target. Consider rolling this program out through
non-governmental organisations (NGO’s) working with Road Maintenance Groups.
Road Safety Engineering Networking Forum.
Participants in the first and the second training groups have agreed to set up Road
Safety Engineering Forums. These forums will discuss road safety engineering work
being carried out in their district on a monthly basis. They have also agreed to link up
with each other. In the early days these groups will need some peer support and
encouragement. The groups will need to be connected to the DoLIDAR Road Safety
Unit when this becomes active.
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